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Abstract- Most current research activities in the field of optical multicast traffic protection are mainly directed to link failure recovery and 
(intermediate) node failure recovery. Even with the guarantee of link failure recovery and (intermediate) node failure recovery, optical mul-
ticast traffic is still threatened by the catastrophic damage of source failures. This paper provides a comprehensive review of p-cycle-based 
multicast protection approaches which offer much better performance compared with other shared multicast protection approaches. Various 
approaches like IpC, which achieves both fast restoration and high capacity ,two novel algorithms that integrate concept for the node protec-
tion, named  NPC  including spare capacity optimization of p-cycle based tree protection (SOPT) and segment protection (SOPS) are pre-
sented and  also reviewed that 100% node and link failure recovery can be achieved at a small amount of additional capacity.  
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Introduction 
Optical WDM networks provide a high bandwidth as it allows hun-
dreds of wavelengths to be multiplexed into a single fiber. There-
fore, it is important to maintain WDM network survivability since a 
single link-or-node failure would affect a large number of communi-
cation sessions. In multicast communications, this impact is more 
severe as a link-or-node may carry traffic for multiple destinations. 
Hence, protecting multicast sessions in WDM networks is a crucial 
task [1]. A single link failure costs more loss for multicast traffic 
than for unicast traffic, because that link may carry traffic to multi-
ple destinations. Extensive research has been done on protection / 
restoration for unicast traffic, but not much work has been carried 
out for multicast traffic. Recently, due to the rapid growth of mul-
ticast applications, the problem of provisioning of survivable optical 
multicast sessions has started to draw more attention and research 
interests. Because of the predominance of link failure, most of the 
previously proposed multicast protection approaches mainly focus 
on link failure recovery. As shown in Fig.( 1), most current multicast 
protection schemes can be classified into five major schemes: (i) 
tree-based protection approaches; (ii) Ring-based protection ap-
proaches; (iii) path-based protection approaches; (iv) segment-
based protection approaches; (v) p-cycle-based protection ap-
proaches. Among them, tree based protection approaches were 

shown to be not so capacity-efficient, and not applicable to sparse 
networks [2]. Path/segment based protection approaches are more 
cost-effective, but their complicated signalling and  
configuration processes make failure recovery slow. Although ring 
based protection approaches are fast in recovery, their disad-
vantage is the inefficiency of resource utilization. p-cycle based 
protection approaches have been shown to be highly capacity 
efficient and fast in failure recovery for unicast traffic protection [3].  

Fig. 1- Classification of Multicast protection schemes 
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In [4-7], p-cycle based multicast protection approaches have also 
been shown to be promising for link failure recovery and combined 
(intermediate) node and link failure recovery. Thus, most research 
work considered link and (intermediate) node failures but not 
source failures. 
(intermediate) node failures, optical multicast traffic is still threat-
ened by the catastrophic damage of source failures. In fact, source 
failure recovery is more important than failure recovery of any other 
node or link on a multicast tree, especially for real-time constrained 
multicast applications. Without an efficient, reliable and fast protec-
tion mechanism, a source failure can lead to severe disruption to all 
multicast sessions originating from the source node, and cause 
calamitous loss to both service providers and end customers. Thus, 
we recently investigated flow p-cycle based dual-source protection 
approach and optimal path pair based dual-source protection ap-
proach, for source failure recovery on top of combined node and 
link failure recovery [8]. Results showed that, the flow p-cycle 
based dual-source protection approach leads to lower total capaci-
ty consumption than optimal path pair based dual-source protection 
approach. Besides, p-cycle based approaches offer fast ring-like 
recovery speed because p-cycles are preconfigured [3, 6, 9].   
P-Cycle Based Multicast Protection Scheme 
In this study, all light trees and p-cycles are unidirectional, i.e., they 
are directed. We define one unit of capacity as one wavelength on 
a span (link), and denote a unity p-cycle as a directed p-cycle with 
one unit of capacity on every span [4]. A directed unity-p-cycle can 
protect one working unit in the opposite direction for every on-cycle 
span and two working units (one in each direction) for every strad-
dling span. We extend all three strategies in [5] to dynamic provi-
sioning of survivable multicast traffic. In strategy 1, all the existing p
-cycles are released and then reconfigured upon the arrival of a 
new multicast request arrival Strategy 2 attempts to maximize the 
number of working units that can be protected by existing p-cycles 
and reconfigure new ones if the new multicast tree cannot be pro-
tected by the existing ones. Strategy 1 achieves a better blocking 
performance, while strategy 2 requires much less computational 
time. In Strategy 3, shown in Fig. 1, if the routing of a new light tree 
fails, it follows strategy 1; if succeeds, it follows strategy 2 (see [5] 
for more details). Strategy 3 achieves the best blocking perfor-
mance and the computational time is close to that of Strategy 2. 
Hence, it is selected as our dynamic p-cycle design model for mul-
ticast traffic protection.  
Flow P-Cycle Based Dual-Source Multicast Protection Ap-
proach 
The flow p-cycle based dual-source multicast protection approach 
is divided into two steps: dual-source tree routing and flow p-cycle 
protection. In our study, a dual-source optical multicast session Φi 
is denoted as {si1, si2, di1 , di2 ,…, dik}, where si1 is the primary 
source, si2 is the backup source, di1 , di2 ,…, dik are the destina-
tions, k (k ∈[1, N −2]) is the multicast group size. Dual-source tree 
routing is more complicated than single-source tree  
routing, because five possible different types of dual-source mul-
ticast trees may be routed, as shown in Fig. 1. s 1 is the primary 
source, s2 is the backup source, d1, d2 , d3 and d4 are the desti-
nations, and nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are intermediate nodes. A dual-
source tree is referred as a parallel-dual-source tree, if the infor-
mation flows from the two sources are parallel. The two trees 

shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) are parallel-dual-source trees. The 
tree shown in Fig. 1(a) is referred as Type a, in which, there is a 
bridge node (B) which delivers the information flows from the two 
sources to the destinations.  The tree shown in Fig. 1(b) is referred 
as Type b, where a bridge node cannot be identified but one or 
more bidirectional links can be set up such that the destinations 
can receive the information from either the primary source or the 
backup source via the bidirectional link(s). In contrast, a dual-
source tree is referred as a serial-dual-source tree, if the infor-
mation flow from one source to the destinations traverses the other 
source. The two trees shown in Fig (2) and are serial-dual-source 
trees. In the serial-dual-source tree, the terminal source is defined 
as the source without incoming flow; whereas the intermediate 
source is defined as the source at the downstream of the terminal 
source. The difference between the tree of Type and the tree is 
that, the primary source is the terminal source for the Type c tree 
while the backup source is the terminal source for the Type d tree. 
It is noted that, in serial-dual-source trees, the intermediate source 
should be on the main stem (the stem from the terminal source to 
the splitting node, e.g., s1 -1-s2, so that all destinations are the 
downstream nodes of both the terminal backup sources. If the two 
sources are too far apart, else if the routing is constrained by the 
network topology, a dual-source link-disjoint tree, which consists of 
two link-disjoint single source trees, may be routed for a dual-
source multicast session, as shown in Fig. (2). This depicts a 1+1 
dedicated protection approach, in which, no p-cycles are required 
to protect the link, intermediate node and source multicast session, 
as shown in Fig.( 2). 

Fig. 2- Types of dual-source multicast trees[4]  
This  depicts a 1+1 dedicated protection approach, in which, no p-
cycles are required to protect the link, intermediate node and 
source failures, because the backup tree originated from the back-
up source can cope with all failures mentioned. 
 
The  Proposed  Algorithms 
a. Overview of IpC Scheme 
A WDM optical network is represented by a graph G= (V, E), where 
V and E represent the sets of nodes and links, respectively. A mul-
ticast session R is de-noted as {s,d1,...,dk},where s is the source 
and di is the ith destination denotes the multicast tree associated 
with multicast session R. The set of all links on T is denoted as ET 

and the set of all nodes on T is de-noted as VT. We use directed p-
cycles to protect a multicast tree since multicast traffic is directed. 
A directed p-cycle can protect a directed link u →v if u→v is a 
straddling link of the p-cycle or the directed link v→u (not uv!) is on 
the p-cycle. In either case, the p-cycle segment from u to v can be 
used to route the traffic around the link uv when it fails. Given a 
multicast tree T and a p-cycle c that can protect some link (s) on T, 
we define the efficiency ratio (ER) of c as the ratio of |PE (c) |to |c|, 
where PE (c) denotes the set of links in ET that are protected b c 
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and |c| denotes the number of links on c.Note that |c |is equal to the 
number of wavelength channels used by c. Clearly, the larger is 
ER, the more efficient is c in protecting the tree links. Given a mul-
ticast tree T, our Ipc algorithm, for-mally presented in Algorithm 1, 
is used to find a set PC of p-cycles to protect T so that every link in 
ET is protected by some p-cycle in PC.The framework of the algo-
rithm is as follows: 
(1) For every link in ET, there are two options to protect it: finding a 
new p-cycle for it, or extend-ing an existing p-cycle in PC to protect 
it.Hence, we can find at most 2*|ET| p-cycles for all links in ET.  
(2) Let p be the p-cycle with the maximum ER among all the p-
cycles found in (1).We add p to PC and remove all links in ET that 
can be protected by p. 
(3)We combine p with the other p-cycles in PC to reduce the wave-
length usage of the p-cycles. 
(4) If ET becomes empty, PC is returned; otherwise, the above 
steps are repeated. 
Three algorithms are used by IpC algorithm.Algorithm 2 and Algo-
rithm 3 are used in Step(1) to com-pute a new p-cycle and an ex-
tended p cycle to protect a link in ET ,respectively. Algorithm 4 is 
used in Step (3) to combine p with the other p-cycles in PC. 
b. The NPC algorithm 
 Fig. (3) presents the flow chart of the NPC algorithm. Some nota-
tions before detailing the operation performed by this algorithm is 
introduced. Then considered a multicast request and its corre-
sponding light-tree T. Let L denote the unprotected working link 
capacity of T, N denote the unprotected intermediate node transit 
capacity of T. The amount of working link capacity that can be pro-
tected by the existing p-cycles in the network is subtracted from L 
and the amount of protected node transit capacity is subtracted 
from N. Note that the existing p-cycles are previously established to 
protect other light trees in the network. If L φ or N =φ, the algorithm 
computes new p-cycles to protect the remaining unprotected link 
capacity in L as well as the remaining unprotected node transit 
capacity in L as well as the remaining unprotected node transit 
capacity in N. To select a new protecting p-cycle, the algorithm 
uses the ES-based unity-p-cycle procedure. In this procedure, we 
deploy the same efficiency-score (ES) used in the ESHN algorithm 
to measure the efficiency of the p-cycles in the network. Note that 
this score adapts the efficiency-ratio based unity-p-cycle heuristic 
algorithm (ERH) to deal with node-and-link failures in a multicast 
traffic. This score takes in consideration the largest amount of un-
protected node transit capacity as well as the largest amount of 
unprotected working link capacity of the multicast tree that a unity-p
-cycle can protect. A unity-p-cycle is a p-cycle in the network that 
reserves only one bandwidth unity (e.g. one wavelength) on each 
traversed link. Let Cj be a unity-p-cycle in the network. The score 
ES of Cj is given by equation (1), where Wj,L is the largest amount 
of unprotected link capacity in L that Cj can protect, Wj,N is the 
largest amount of unprotected node transit capacity in N that Cj can 
protect, and |Cj| is the spare capacity required for setting up aunity-
p-cycle Cj. |Cj| is given by the number of links traversed by Cj.  
 
ES (Cj) = Wj,L+Wj,N÷ |Cj|                         (1) 
 
The ES-based unity-p-cycle  procedure calculates the score ES of 
each unity-p-cycle and selects the p-cycle with maximum ES. The 
amount of working link capacity protected by the selected unity-p-

cycle is subtracted from L and the amount of protected node transit 
capacity is subtracted from N.This process is iterated until the 
amount of working link capacity in L and the amount of node transit 
capacity in N are protected, i.e. L =φ and N =φ. The selected unity-
p-cycles are configured and the corresponding wavelengths are 
reserved. Note that the reserved p-cycles may serve to protect next 
coming multicast requests. This is why after routing a multicast 
tree, we compute the amount of working link capacity in Land the 
amount of node transit capacity in N that can be protected by the 
existing p-cycles in the network. Note that there served capacity of 
an existing p-cycle in the network is released when the p-cycle 
does not protect any working link capacity and any node transit 
capacity in the network. 
c. The NPCC algorithm 
The NPCC algorithm has the same flow chart of the NPC algo-
rithm, except that it applies the ES-based unity-p-cycle procedure 
on a candidate p-cycle set instead of applying it on the total p-cycle 
set. At each iteration of the ES-based unity-p-cycle procedure, the 
algorithm selects the p-cycle with maximum ES among the candi-
date p-cycle set. This will reduce considerably the computational 
time of the algorithm[8].  

PC (Cj) = (LCj) ÷ |Cj|                              (2) 
A p-cycle with a high PC is useful as it maximizes the amount of 
protected capacity while reserving less spare capacity. The l p-
cycles with highest PC are selected as candidate p-cycle set where 
1 is a parameter for the algorithm. The goal  of  selecting this set is 
to maximize the capacity that can be protected on the network, and 
this will help to protect the next coming requests. The NPCC algo-
rithm consists in using the l selected p-cycles as a candidate p-
cycle set instead of using all p-cycles in the network 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3- Flow chart of the  NPC and NPCC algorithms for combined 
link-and node failure recovery 
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d. SOP Design of p-Cycle-Based Tree Protection (SOPT) 
In our SOPT design, only mutually link-disjoint trees can be pro-
tected by the same copy of a unity-p-cycle,as long as they are arc-
disjoint with the cycle and their source, destination nodes are all 
on-cycle.This is to ensure that there is no contention for the same 
reserved spare capacity among the multicast trees. Upon detect-
ing a single link failure in a multicast tree, node and the destination 
nodes of the disrupted tree perform the protection switching.As 
shown in fig. 4,the unity –p-cycle follows the direction of 
2→3→4→5→7→2;the source,destination nodes of tree a and 
tree b can share this unity-p-cycle,because they are mutually link-
disjoint with each other,and are also arc-disjoint with the cy-
cle.Upon the failure on link 1-7,the traffic on tree a from node 7 to 
node 2 and 5 is disrupted,but the current p-cycle provides a pro-
tection path 7→2→3→4→5,which covers both the destination 
nodes of a tree a. 

Fig. 4- Example of p-cycle-based tree protection  
 

e. SOP Design of P-Cycle-Based Segment Protection (SOPS) 
In SOPS, we define a splitting node to be an intermediate node
( other than the source and destination nodes) with anode degree 
greater than 2.For instance, there are 5 intermediate nodes in the 
multicast shown in fig.6 but only node 2 is qualified for a splitting 
node. Here a segment of a tree is defined as a portion of a path, 
connecting critical nodes. Critical nodes include source destination 
nodes and splitting nodes. Splitting nodes or desti-nation nodes 
can only be the end nodes but not the intermediate nodes of the 
segments.  
There are be six possible scenarios of segments: 
 1) From the source node to a destination node; 
 2) From the source node to a splitting node; 
 3) From a splitting node to another splitting node;  
4) From a splitting node to a destination node;  
5) From a destination node to a splitting node; 

 6) From a destination node to another destination node.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5- An example of the segmentation of a tree   

 
For the multicast tree in Fig.(5), we can identify 6 segments. 
 

Conclusions 
In this paper a comprehensive literature review is provided to dis-
cuss the current effort to extend the security approaches for 
source failure recovery on top of the combined node and link fail-
ure recovery for optical multicast traffic protection. Studies showed 
that, the total capacity is increased by up to 14%, if source failure 
recovery is required on top of the combined node and link failure 
recovery. This implies that the additional capacity required for 
source failure recovery can be more than capacity required for 
single intermediate node failure recovery. This finding verifies that, 
source failure recovery is more important than failure recovery of 
any other node or link on a multicast session. The flow p-cycle 
based dual-source protection approaches like IpC and NPCC, 
SOPS was also more capacity efficient than the optimal path pair 
based dual-source approach. 
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